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1
1.1

CITREC Parser Documentation
PubMed Central Open Access Subset

The PubMed Central Open Access Subset (PMC OAS) is a collection of openly available articles from
the life sciences. The collection represents a subset of the articles in PubMed Central, which is a
digital archive of full texts maintained by the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI).
The NCBI is a subunit of the U.S. National Library of Medicine (NLM) [29]. The NLM and NCBI maintain
a large number of data sources and information systems that are partially related to the PMC OAS.
For clarity of the terminology used hereafter, Figure 1 gives an overview of related systems.
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Figure 1: Data sets and information systems related to the evaluation corpus

MEDLINE is the most comprehensive index of literature in the life sciences. It does not contain full
texts, but structured records of bibliographic data for articles published in peer-reviewed journals.
Experts at the NLM manually assigned Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) to MEDLINE records. MeSH
are a poly-hierarchical controlled vocabulary thesaurus comprising approx. 28,000 topic descriptors
used to organize the respective documents.

PubMed is a free information system provided by the NCBI and the most prominent way of accessing
data from MEDLINE. PubMed integrates nearly all data from MEDLINE and additional content that is
still in the process of being formally included in MEDLINE or out of scope for MEDLINE.
PMC full texts mostly correspond to records in MEDLINE and/or PubMed. Some additional content,
which does not necessarily meet the formal criteria for being included in MEDLINE or PubMed, such
as editorial letters, comments, book reviews, conference summaries or non-journal manuscripts, are
part of PMC as well [28]. Articles in the PMC OAS are provided in two document formats – as NXML
texts, which is a XML dialect developed by the National Library of Medicine (NLM), and as PDF files.
NXML files in the PMC OAS comply with the Journal Archiving and Interchange Tag Set (JAITS), which is a
set of XML schema and DTD specifications provided by the NLM for digital archiving purposes.
We used the NXML texts in the PMC OAS for data extraction to the CITREC database, because
opposed to PDF files, NXML texts provide well-defined, comparably easy to parse markup for most of
the information that is needed in the CITREC framework. Yet, the NXML format does not encode
information about word- and sentence boundaries that is used by some citation-based similarity
measures in the CITREC framework. Therefore, we had to determine and extract this information in
addition to the one encoded by means of the original NXML markup.

1.2

Word and Sentence Boundary Detection

The ambiguous nature of natural speech makes automated word and sentence boundary detection
challenging. The grapheme of a period for instance is very ambiguous. For instance, a period can
indicate the end of a sentence, an abbreviation, a decimal point, or delimitations within an email
address. Specifics of life science domain contribute additional challenges. Articles in those fields
frequently mention chemical or medical substances and structures, specialized abbreviations or other
domain specific entities that are hard to match to common sentence structures and patterns. Given
these challenges, we sought to incorporate a part-of-speech (POS) tagger that was specifically
designed for the life sciences, thus can achieve a good detection performance.
We used the SPToolkit [18], which offers a lightweight and easy to integrate Java™-based sentence
and paragraph tagger, called SentParDetector. The detector is based on heuristic rules designed for
the life sciences. The developers of SentParDetector empirically evaluated its detection performance
using the GENIA corpus, which is a set of 2,000 manually annotated MEDLINE® abstracts compiled for
training and evaluation purposes [7]. The GENIA corpus resembles texts from the domain bat hand
very well. SentParDetector achieved a precision of 0.997 and a recall of 0.9953 in this evaluation [18].
Due to its lightweight heuristic rules, SentParDetector is computationally far less demanding than full
featured POS tagger such as the widely used systems OpenNLP [26] and StanfordCoreNLP [27]. The
latter apply sophisticated machine learning approaches. We compared SentParDetector to the

aforementioned OpenNLP and StanfordCoreNLP concerning their detection and runtime
performance. While all three delivered very accurate results, SentParDetector needed an average
processing time of 30ms per document, while the other two systems needed ~1.5s per document.
Disadvantages of SentParDetector are its disability to process XML texts the missing functionality of
word boundary detection. We overcame the inability to process XML format by substituting all XML
tags in the original documents prior to performing any sentence or word detection. Unique
placeholder strings that do not interfere with the detection heuristics of SentParDetector were used.
The tag information was stored in an index for reinsertion after the sentence and word markup
process. SentParDetector can be incorporated as a plain Java object that returns the output of the
analysis as plain Java Strings. This feature allows to perform the substitution and reinsertion process
as part of the calling application and therefore within main memory. The additional step causes an
increase in the average processing time of 6 ms per document.
We develop own heuristic rules for word boundary detection using regular expressions based on
known word segmentation heuristics. Because we ran SentParDetetcor for sentence annotation
before word-boundary detection the heuristics have to consider the specific markup introduced by by
the tagger. SentParDetector lists each sentence in a separate line and marks the beginning with a
known XML style markup. This markup as all as the original XML markups according to the JAITS DTD
were replaced with the following character sequences:
*§S/§ - denoting the start of a sentences
_Z*§000/§ - denoting an individual XML tag that was replaced with this placeholder string. The
numbering 000 corresponds to an individual unique ascending number for each tag in the document.
This way the original tags can be reinserted after the sentence and word markup process for retaining
the original document structure information.
The following regular expression comprising alternative tests for 2 different main patterns that we
found. In contrast to the actual source code, we display the expressions in multiple segments for
giving additional comments.
The 1st pattern, which the input string is checked for, basically represents words separated by one or
multiple whitespaces. It is matched by searching for the last alphanumeric character in a character
sequence (word or numeric expressions) that is not part of a markup substitution mentioned above.
This represents the ending of any term considered to be a word. Note that the heuristics treat
numeric expressions or abbreviations as words.
“(?:(?:[a-zA-Z0-9](?!\\w|/§|([\\.,]?[0-9]+?)))”+

This first sub-pattern can optionally be followed by all non-alphanumeric characters except for white
spaces or alphanumeric characters that are part of a markup substitution. In allowing this option e.g.
punctuation marks or brackets between words are ignored.
“(?:[^\\w\\s]|(?:[S0-9]+(?=/§)))*”+
The distinguishing feature that needs to be given for the first pattern to be evaluated as fulfilled is a
mandatory white space.
“(?:\\s)”+
Again, the whitespace can optionally be followed by all non-alphanumeric characters except
whitespaces and alphanumeric characters that are part of a markup substitution, which can be
thought of as allowing additional punctuation marks, brackets and alike before the second word
starts.
“(?:[^\\w]|(?:S/§)|(?:[0-9]+(?=/§)))*”+
The last sub-pattern that mandatorily needs to be present is an alphanumeric character not being
part of a markup substitution. This represents the start of the following word.
“(?:[a-zA-Z0-9](?!/§)))”+
If the regular expression engine fails to positively match the 1st main pattern it alternatively checks for
a 2nd one.
“|”+
This 2nd pattern basically represents words in the original text that were separated by an XML tag, but
no whitespaces. It is matched by looking for the last alphanumeric character in a sequence (word or
numeric expression) that is not part of a markup substitution, but directly followed by such a
substitution.
“(?:(?:[a-zA-Z0-9](?!(?:\\w)|(?:/§)|(?:[\\.,]?
[0-9]+?))[,\\.;\\?!\"'\\=/:&+\\-\\$%°]*(?=\\*§[0-9]+/§))” +
This first sub-pattern can optionally be followed by arbitrary characters, which allows for punctuation
marks, brackets or sentence boundaries between words.
“(?:[^\\w]|(?:S/§)|(?:[0-9]+(?=/§)))*”+
The end of the 2nd main pattern must be an alphanumeric character not being part of a markup
substitution, which represents the start of the following word.
“(?:[a-zA-Z0-9](?!(?:/§))))”

In a last step, the original XML markup is restored after sentence and word boundaries are detected
and labeled using individual non-XML style markup. Using plain character annotations for indicating
word and sentence boundaries instead of introducing additional XML tags had been chosen as a
convenience solution. Additional integrity procedures would have been required when word and
sentence tagging should have been done using XML for ensuring that original and additional markups
form a valid XML structure.
For assuring the quality of the combined markup procedure, we manually analyzed a small, randomly
chosen sample of 4 articles from 4 different journals. The word, sentence and paragraph markup of 3
paragraphs in each document that were taken from the respective first, second or last third of each
text were analyzed. The results are depicted in Table 1. The notation in the table reflects common IR
terminology stating true positives (𝑡𝑡), false positive (𝑓𝑓), true negatives (𝑡𝑡), false negatives (𝑓𝑓),
|𝑡𝑡|

|𝑡𝑡|

precision 𝑃 = |𝑡𝑡|+|𝑓𝑓| and recall 𝑅 = |𝑡𝑡|+|𝑓𝑓|. Five of the 6 false positives found originate from one

document using place and tribe names in native African languages that comprise unusual
combinations of diacritics and hyphens.
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Table 1: Accuracy evaluation for sentence and word tagging
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This small sample cannot represent a solid statistical evaluation. Nevertheless, the markup accuracy
of SentParDetector reported in earlier tests [18] seems to be reproducible for the texts in the PMC
OAS. The defined rules for word markup can be assumed to yield a precision and recall being above
0.95, which is expected to be sufficient for the purpose of CITREC.

1.3

Document Data Parsing and Database Import

We developed a Java-based parser for extracting the desired data from the NXML-texts that had been
enhanced with sentence and word markup. The Java programming language offers multiple
frameworks for XML document processing, which offer individually different functional ranges and
advantages. Widely known are the Java API for XML Processing (JAXP) [13], the Simple API for XML
(SAX) [19] and the Streaming API for XML (StAX) [5].
JAXP represents a Java implementation of the Document Object Model (DOM) Specification [33].
DOM manages the logical structure of XML and other structured documents in form of a hierarchical
tree. It offers random access operations on any content item in that document tree. In order to
enable these free navigation, reading and manipulation functionalities the whole document needs to
be read and transformed into the tree structure in advance. In turn, DOM implementations tend to

have higher memory consumption and processing times compared to other XML processing options
[6,30], p. 34 f.].
The SAX Application Programming Interface (API) follows a so called push approach in accessing the
information contained in XML documents. That is, a document is read sequentially in its entirety by a
parser implementing the SAX API. Whenever the occurrence of an event from a predefined set of
events is detected, e.g. the start or end of an XML tag, a notification is triggered and sent (“pushed”)
to the application invoking the parser. It is left to the application how to react on certain events.
“Reactions” are defined within callback handlers, which represent special objects that contain the
programming logic to be executed in case certain events occurred. Handlers are provided to the
parser upon invocation. The SAX parsing process is read only, so XML documents cannot be
manipulated by means of the SAX API. Furthermore, no navigation functionality is provided to the
invoking application. The traversal of the XML document is strictly sequential, unidirectional (from
start to end), completely controlled by the parser and not meant to be interrupted. Due to its simple
nature, the SAX parsing approach features comparably low resource consumption and fast processing
times [6,30], p. 36 f.].
The StAX API represents an event driven parsing approach similar to SAX. In difference to the SAX
approach applications invoking a StAX parser are given full control over the parsing process. That is,
they can determine the direction and progression of the iteration as well as define which events to
check. This approach is commonly referred to as pull parsing, since application defined events are
demanded (“pulled”) from the parser. StAX parsers feature an equally efficient runtime performance
as SAX parsers while being more versatile and flexible. However, they require comparably more
development effort for designing and implementing suitable and efficient parsing procedures [6,30],
p. 37 ff.].
The given parsing scenario requires the acquisition of data from a large number of individual
documents. Data from all parts of the respective texts is of interest, e.g. publication metadata to be
found at the beginning of a document, citation information throughout the text and references at the
end of a document. Considering those characteristics, we chose a SAX parsing approach because
manipulating functionality is not of relevance in the present situation. The documents need to be
read in their entirety and processing them strictly in document order is acceptable. SAX parsers are
able to fulfill such tasks with lowest possible resource consumption and high processing speed.
A variety of parsers implementing the SAX interface are available. For the given import task, we chose
the open source parser Xerces [25], developed and maintained by the Apache Software Foundation.
Xerces repeatedly ranged among the best performing candidates in benchmarks measuring data
throughput and parsing speed [6,15]. Its active development by a large open source community is
seen as another qualitative advantage.

The main component of the data import procedure is the content handler provided to the SAX Parser.
The SAX interface defines 5 basic events reported by the parser to the content handler. These are the
recognition of starting and ending tags for arbitrary elements and the special case of encountering
starting and ending tags for the overall document. The 5th event is triggered when the parser iterates
over literal character data. Content handlers are required to implement 5 corresponding methods for
reacting on those events.
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Figure 2: Two stage extraction process for document data

In the given case the methods for handling starting and ending tags were configured to extract data
surrounded by tags of interest. It is used to create and/or complete prepared Java objects
encapsulating the data to be extracted for the document itself, authors, citations and references. The
method for handling literal character data has been extended with regular expressions that are able
to recognize the sentence and word markup introduced to the document in the prior process step.
Once all data for a certain entity is gathered, the encapsulating object is used to complete and
execute prepared database statements, a feature of the Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) API [14],
for inserting the relevant data into the CITREC database. The complete two stage data extraction
process described so far is graphically summarized in Figure 2.
The average overall processing time for parsing a single document including file system operations
and database updates using a single threaded application was 70ms.

1.4

Reference Consolidation

Different unique document identifiers, such as PubMed and MEDLINE identifiers (PMId, MEDId) or
DOIs are commonly stated for references in the PMC OAS. Nevertheless, it cannot be assumed that
identifiers are used consistently for all possible references. For instance, some authors might state
no unique identifiers, some might use a PMId, some others a DOI or vice versa.

For identifying equal references best possible, which is a prerequisite for a citation-based analysis,
consolidating available identifiers seems appropriate. The aim is to assign unique identifiers available
in the corpus consistently to all references that can be assumed to refer to the actual document
characterized by the identifier. To achieve this, valid relations between individual identifiers and
documents need to be identified in order to update references missing a certain identifier.
By examining the dataset it has become obvious that given reference identifiers are subject to a
certain error rate. This might be caused by human mistake, OCR recognition errors or similar. Errors
have been verified with regard to every unique identifier, e.g. a stated PMId did not match the
simultaneously given DOI or the document as such. Hence, care must be taken to identify trustworthy
mappings of identifiers for preventing that incorrectly assigned identifiers or combinations of such are
propagated.
For being able to identify and match references that do not state a unique identifier a key
combination has been computed based on the authors and title stated for the referenced document.
Examining Authors and titles in reference strings is a natural, nevertheless error prone, way of
identifying referenced documents. Small differences in spelling e.g. caused by human mistake or
technical reasons, such as varying reference templates or different character encodings, can prevent a
positive identification. In the domain of life sciences the problem is worsened by the fact that a
significant number of document titles contain special character sequences expressing highly
domain-specific entities, e.g. gene and protein sequences, binding points and alike. For this reason, a
maximum of 40 plain “ASCII characters” taken from author last names and title converted to lower
case was chosen for computing an artificial author and title key.
For identifying equal references best possible, which is a prerequisite for a citation-based similarity
analysis, consolidating available identifiers seems appropriate. The aim is to assign unique identifiers
available in the corpus consistently to all references that can be assumed to refer to the actual
document characterized by the identifier. To achieve this, valid relations between individual
identifiers and documents need to be identified in order to update references missing a certain
identifier.
For completing or correcting reference records not stating a certain identifier or probably stating an
incorrect identifier, the following procedure has been applied.

A unique identifier (refDoc) was introduced to identify referenced documents in the CITREC database.
First, all references whose records contain a PMId were processed. Each PMId was considered to
identify a unique reference. Other identifiers assigned to the same references were stored as well for
subsequent identification of documents that might not state the correct PMId, but another identifier.
The mapping of unique refDoc identifiers to the document identifiers obtained from the NXML files is
stored in the refdoc_id table of the CITREC database. The table refdoc_seq is used as an auxiliary table
to create new reference identifiers for the CITREC database.
The first step is repeated for all documents that have a DOI, but not a PMId assigned to them. If a DOI
is encountered that is already known from documents stating a PMID and a DOI, the existing refDoc
identifier is assigned to the reference that only stated a DOI so far. Otherwise, a new identifier is
generated. All identifiers that are newly discovered in this run are stored as well. In a subsequent
analogous iteration documents stating only a MEDId, but no PMId or DOI are processed. After that,
documents for which only author and/or title keys could be obtained are consolidated in the same
way.
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